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December 16, 2017
Dear Pamela Monroe,
A State of natural beauty, life giving forest and a preserver of earths resources.
Throughout time man has been a builder and the destroyer of the very planet that gives its inhabitants
life.
The Northern Pass Project is now and will always be considered one of earths destroyers.
The scars it will leave on NH lands and inhabitants are already becoming reality.
Pitting of farther against son, the deforestation of public or privet forest lands and the disregard of
State and municipal rules and regulations.
With no realistic benefits to the State of NH or its inhabitants the Northern Pass project and its
representatives have not provided a positive balance to the projects greedy destruction.
A hand full of temporary jobs and progressively dwindling taxation plan is all going to be a burden on a
lop sided scale of justification for the inhabitants in the path of this proposed project.
The wild life will suffer from the massive amounts of UV light that is caused by the electrical power lines
and their structures. (The UV light, which is caused by electricity ionizing the air around cables, are a
major source of inefficiency for electricity companies and also cause the hissing or crackling noises
sometimes heard. The loss and fragmentation of habitat by infrastructure is the principle global threat
to biodiversity.
The avoidance of power lines can interfere with migration routes, breeding grounds and grazing for both
animals and birds. ( according to a study done by, Professor Glen Jeffery, a vision expert at University
College London and Dr Nicolas Tyler, an ecologist at UIT The Arctic University of Norway.)
I ask of the Site Evaluation Committee to shut down the destructive advancement proposed by the
Northern Pass project for good of the planet and inhabitants.
Sincerely,
Mark Robinson

